Stratocaster wiring diagram bridge tone control

If you're repairing or modifying your instrument and need to see a wiring diagram or some
replacement part numbers, these service diagrams should help you get started. This list is by
no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes
available. For Service Diagrams for instruments currently in production, please visit the
instrument listing on Fender. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently
under warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any
person other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of
warranty service authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the
instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching
control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on
this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this
page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check
the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by
phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below
lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part
numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or
discontinuation without notice. Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time
to complete your order. Thank you for your understanding. Because of this, we sell a lot of Strat
pickups. We wanted to go through a few variations of the Stratocaster wiring, as well as some
mods you can make to your Strat to super-charge it. You can always experiment with different
cap values for a different sound, but this wiring is what comes standard on most Fender Strats
after This variation allows you to keep the standard functionality of a Fender Strat while
experimenting with different tone values for your Bridge Tone. Instead, it makes a Fender
Bridge sound more like a Humbucker. At Fralin Pickups, nobody loves tinkering with wiring
options more than Lindy himself. This modification uses the same Blender Pot, but wires it a bit
differently:. How is this useful? Due to the routing of the Stratocaster Body, you might only
have a narrow channel to lay your wires. The best way to make sure your wires stay nice and
neat is to use some Masking Tape or Shrink Tubing on your pickup wires like so:. Using
Masking Tape or Shrink Tubing to keep your wires neat will ensure your pickguard will lay nice
and flat. Take a look at the following image of a Strat â€” notice how each part connects to
ground once. Notice any jumpers? These mark the locations of parts that need grounding. I
hope you found this article helpful, and as always, let us know what you think below! I have
bought the blues special and I would like to connect them according to the second scheme, the
variation of the standard. And I want to use the magic cap. But I have a question. Lindy puts this
cap on the bridge pot, but on the other tone pot, what cap does he recommend? However now
my middle pickup sounds bad. My original neck and middle PU are noiseless. I notice on the
black leads to the pot, there are two blobs of solder. Any the middle pickup is connected to
each blob of solder. I have no use for a tone! Is there any way I can have three volumes and a 5
way? My question is, with my existing 5 way switch, can I possibly get this setup? If this will not
work, what do I need to do to get this configuration? Is there a way to blend a reverse wound
Strat middle pickup with a regular wound bridge pickup via a tone control for a fatter type of
Humbucker sound? You can use our Blender Pot to achieve this. Fantastic pickups and quality
workmanship! Standard Strat wiring from Fender has NO tone control for the bridge pickup.
Adding a single tiny jumper wire from the neck tone tab to the unused bridge tone tab can give
you tone control for neck and bridge pickups they are not on at the same time. Great
information, as usual. Thanks for posting this. Lindy rewound some pickups for me a few years
ago and he did an amazing job. Your email address will not be published. Previous Next. This
wiring is great for Strat players who want a simple and easy operation. Rated 4. Select options.
Select Options. Rated 5. Tone-Talk, Ep. Patrick, You can use our Blender Pot to achieve this. He
is the expert when it comes to quality pickups and rewinding. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. For many people, the Tone control itself is just a
potentiometer Volume knob with a capacitor attached to it. When the Tone control is turned all
the way up, the Tone is at its brightest, and as you turn the knob down off , the Tone darkens i.
What might not be generally known is that the other components, especially any other Volume
and Tone controls, will also affect the tone, so their values must be considered. Instead, use
your ears and this guide to get the best tone from your guitar. When choosing a potentiometer
there are three things to consider: Quality, Value, and Taper. Many entry-level guitar
manufacturers cut down on costs by using low-quality pots. Another problem with low-quality
pots is that they are manufactured with loose tolerances, which means that a k pot might
actually work as a k pot, or a k pot. Higher quality pots are manufactured to much tighter
tolerances, and the internal components, such as the wiper and lubricants, last much longer.
The most common pots in use are the k pots and the k pots. The general rule is to use k pots for

single coil pickups and k pots for humbucking pickups. This is based on the theory that single
coil pickups are brighter than humbuckers, because the two coils in humbuckers have a
tendency to phase out some of the high frequencies. This is a good rule of thumb, but it should
only be your starting point. It will always be better to listen to your pickups and decide for
yourself what the proper value is. You are not limited to those two values either, and there are
many other usable values, including a 1-mega ohm, and a no load pot. The smaller the value of
the pot, the more the high-end frequencies will leak to ground, even when the Tone or Volume
control is turned all the way up. The higher the value of the pot, the less the high frequencies
will leak to ground, and the brighter the tone will sound coming from your amp. The Taper of the
potentiometer is very simple. It seems like a no-brainer, but Linear Taper pots are actually far
more common. Be sure to double-check before purchasing. The other component we need to
take a look at is the capacitor, and here there are three things to consider: Quality, Value, and
Voltage. The reason for choosing a better quality is, once again, for tighter tolerances and less
failure. The Value is another thing that you will have to decide on, with some help from these
guidelines. The Value ranges from. The lower the value of a capacitor, the brighter the affected
tone will be. The two most popular values are. While the. You might be pleasantly surprised if
you try a smaller value cap such as a. The Voltage needs to be at least about. This will be the
simplest design, with 1 Pickup, 1 Volume, and 1 Tone control. First, we need the Hot wire and
Ground wire from our pickup. Solder the Ground wire to the back of the Volume pot. Now,
solder the large Ground wire from the bridge of the guitar to the back of the Volume pot. This is
the basic Volume control wiring. Add the Tone control by soldering a wire from Tab 1 of the
Volume control to Tab 2 of the Tone control. Solder the capacitor from Tab 3 of the Tone control
to the back of the Tone control pot, being mindful of the polarity of the capacitor. The Negative
side goes to the back of the pot. Add a wire from the back of the Tone control to the back of the
Volume control and you are finished! Both ways give the same results; this is just the way that I
do it. If you enjoyed this article, please feel free to share it on Facebook and Twitter. Also, take a
look around humbuckersoup. Discussion in ' Pickup Forum ' started by xland , Sep 24, Fender
Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Wiring bridge pickup to tone control Discussion in ' Pickup Forum '
started by xland , Sep 24, Age: 52 Messages: 2, If there was one thing that I would like changed
on my Strat it would be the ability to adjust the tone of the bridge pickup. I did some quick
google research and came across this diagram from Seymour Duncan. Based on what I'm
seeing in this diagram, all I need to do is add one wire that will create a little bridge between the
2nd and 3rd connector. Is it really just that simple? If so, why wouldn't they make that
connection standard. Anyway, I am just looking for confirmation that all I need to do is bridge
the 2nd and 3rd connectors with a short wire. I'm assuming I can cut a small piece of wire from
an extra pickup I have laying around. Messages: Pretty sure that's all you need. I was under the
impression that most modern strats do this already; maybe yours is vintage-y? An alternative I
did was to put the 2nd tone control just on the bridge. I like not having two pots load down the
neck-mid combo. GoodGolly , Sep 24, Messages: 27, Yes, this is all you need to do. I wire my
bridge so that the neck tone control is paired with it; I did this on my Gilmour build. This way
you never have the neck loaded down with two pots as GoodGolly pointed out, and you can
always have different values dialed in between the mid and the other two, which helps quack. If
that sounds like a better plan to you, simply wire that jumper over the lug in in the diagram to
the one on the bottom of the switch that ties into the top tone control. Lumbergh , Sep 24,
Messages: 7, Vindibona1 , Sep 24, Vinnie and xland like this. Thanks for replies. It looks like I
may have a little project for next weekend. Thanks again! Mansonienne likes this. Messages: 1,
Yes, this is very simple. My guess is the reason this hasn't been done on many modern models
has to do with 'tradition' which I never cared much about anyway if it gets in the way of a
better-sounding guitar. Seymour Duncan , Sep 26, Willie D , johnnymg and xland like this. Vinnie
, Sep 26, Messages: 4, The other option, if you have an SSS Strat is to swap the bridge and
middle pickup in the pickguard for a no-solder change so the tone tone control follows to the
bridge position. Or you can swap the wires at the switch to give the same effect. Age: 48
Messages: 12, Lumbergh , Sep 26, Messages: 2, I have a Tex Mex and the bridge has real bite
that needs control. A short while ago I did the jumper, wiring middle to bridge so they are both
controlled on the back tone knob. I found it's not working for me. I am going to remove the
jumper and give a tone pot exclusively to the bridge pickup. Not sure about that yet. Tone Guru ,
Sep 26, Yes it's that simple. A common alternative wiring is to leave the middle pickup without a
tone control instead to prevent loading down the 2 or 4 position with 2 tone controls. In this
case you would clip the wire at the point where you would normally bridge it to the adjacent
contact and solder it there instead. That how I wire mine and prefer it. FormerTeleGuy , Sep 27,
Yep, just use a small jumper wire, very easy to do, even I managed it. Messages: 3, Hal Nico ,
Oct 7, FormerTeleGuy , Oct 7, Messages: 5, GoodGolly , Jan 11, You must log in or sign up to

reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? What does a
Strat sound like when tone control is added to the bridge-only pickup setting? You're about to
find out. Easy mod 1 that I listed in Easy Strat mods that everyone should do is "Wiring in a
tone control for the bridge-only pickup setting," and that's exactly what I did on my Squier
Vintage Modified '70s Stratocaster. How to do this mod is to solder in one small wire from the
open terminal on the 5-way selector to the terminal right next to it. For photos of what that looks
like, see the linked article above. Did I perform this mod myself? I paid a guitar tech to do it
because I'm no good with a soldering iron. If you're not any good at soldering or just don't like
the idea of it, I suggest bringing your guitar to a tech and requesting this mod, as it's a very
simple job. I've said this before in several different articles I've written, but for new visitors I'll
explain it again. Leo Fender, the man who originally invented the Stratocaster, specifically
designed the Strat with no tone control for the bridge-only pickup setting; this means it is
traditional to have a Strat wired that way. Yes, most. Some made by Fender do have Tone 2 the
"bottom" tone knob wired so that the bridge-only pickup setting has tone control. The only
thing you have to get used to is actually having tone control for the bridge-only pickup setting.
For those of you that have been playing Strats for a long time but never had this simple mod
done, you're probably totally used to never touching the Tone 2 knob. With the mod done to
your Strat, now you can for the bridge-only setting and it actually does something useful. Some
players say that a bridge-only pickup setting on a Strat with no tone control wired is totally
unusable, and that yes, the standard wiring should be changed so bridge-only works with Tone
2. Others say that tradition is tradition, and that if you don't like standard Strat wiring, mod the
guitar and fix it yourself. The Fender American Standard Stratocaster is wired so that the
bridge-only pickup setting is wired to Tone 2. That is Fender's modern standard, and other
Strats be it Fender brand or sub-brand Squier should follow that standard if "standard" or
"deluxe" is in the model name of the guitar. That's just weird; it spells out "Old Standard" and
not "Modern Standard. Until that time comes, you'll have to break out the soldering iron or pay a
tech a little cash to have the Tone 2 mod done. Yes, they exist, and they're right here. How to
get bridge pickup tone control on a Stratocaster What does a Strat sound like when tone control
is added to the bridge-only pickup setting? Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and has been a guitar
addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf,
and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. Welcome back
to the world of Stratocasters. But I received tons of emails asking for some more easy-to-do
mods, so I will show you two more very easy mods for your Stratocaster before we start talking
about the anatomy of the pickup selector switch. This month we will talk about the
easiestâ€”but very effectiveâ€”mod I can think of: giving your bridge pickup a tone control.
Next month we will talk about how to rewire your Stratocaster for a master tone plus master
volume configuration. This mod is really easy to do. The History As you know, the standard
Stratocaster has a ma
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ster volume and two tone controls, one for the middle and one for the neck pickup, but none for
the bridge pickup! To understand why Fender did this, you have to take a look at the past. At
this time, Western Swing was very popular, and not just in California, where Leo Fender lived
and worked. He was a confessed Western Swing fan, so this was the sound he had in mind
when he developed the Stratocaster concept. This was the lead tone for Western Swing, and
back in the good old days of the fifties there was simply no need for a tone control for the
bridge pickup. More videos from Premier Guitar. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most
Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown:
Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big
5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it
appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in its creation.

